## Chapter 1 Before Use

### 1.1 Technical Parameters

**Main Frame**
- Dimension (length × width × thickness): 116.2 mm × 59mm × 13.9mm

**Lithium Battery**
- Nominal voltage: 3.7V
- Limited charge voltage: 4.2V

## Chapter 2 Detailed Introduction to Menu

### 2.1 Services

#### 2.1.1 Wap explorer

This mobile phone provides a WAP browser for your convenient Internet surfing. You can use it only after signing up in the network operator to be licensed and setting related options.

**2.1.1.1 Bookmark**
You can save favorite websites into bookmark. Enter ‘Bookmark’ options list by pressing LSK while the bookmark list is not empty.
- **Open**: Launch URL of the selected bookmark.
- **Guidance**: Choice items of Go to URL and Homepage are displayed.
- **Go to URL**: After entering the URL to be accessed, you can begin to link to this web page.
- **Homepage**: Entering this menu can directly link to the default website of the mobile phone.
- **Manage bookmark**: Choice items of Set homepage/Create New/Edit/Delete to move to are displayed.

#### 2.1.1.2 SMS

The mobile phone supports the STK function. If you insert the SIM card into phone the item will be displayed.

### 2.2 Groups

Enter ‘Groups’ options list by pressing LSK while the groups list is not empty.
- **View**: Viewing the selected group.
- **Send**: Sending SMS or MMS to the selected groups.
- **Add**: Add a new group with name/picture/ringtone.
- **Edit**: Reedit the selected group.
- **Delete**: Delete the selected group.
- **Memory details**: This item is the same as 4.1.1 Phone.
- **Fixed dialing**: When this function is enabled, you can only dial the telephone numbers in
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*Note: Enabling or disabling the fixed dialing function require you to enter the PIN2 code. Please contact the network provider for PIN2 code. After enabling Fixed Dialing, you enter the nanecard holder and the number to Fixed Dialing is displayed.

- Memory details: View the current use condition of the phonebook, including the phone memory and SIM card. The memory status is displayed in the format of "used capacity/total capacity". SIM card can save 250 entries and mobile phone can save 2000 entries to phonebook.

(Note: In phonebook list, A search entry box is provided below this window. You can enter the corresponding information to filter contacts. You can search by lower-case letters, numerals, etc.)

2.3 Camera

Your mobile phone provides photograph function with a camera. Select the menu Camera to enter or press the Photo key to take pictures.

Press the LSK to enter setting list while phone is in previewfinder interface:

- Image Size: Set the image size of the picture.

---

This mobile phone provides support for receiving multimedia short messages with a maximum size of 100KB. If the size of the multimedia short message exceeds the limitation, the mobile phone cannot receive it. The mobile phone provides support for sending multimedia short messages with a maximum size of 100KB.

This mobile phone supports multi-page multimedia message, that is, contents on each page contain a picture, a music file and character contents, and the multimedia short message consists of multiple such pages. If pictures are contained in the multimedia short message, the mobile phone will automatically zoom them to display them on the mobile phone screen.

*Note: This function requires support from operators.

--- MMS: Create a multimedia message. You can fill the receiver, copy, secret copy, subject and contents to be edited. Enter Options list and you can perform the next operation.

1. Add recipient: You can fill the receiver, copy, secret copy to the recipient.

2. Insert: Insert such as pictures, audio, video, template, voicemail into the MMS.

3. Insert slide: Insert a new slide before or after the current slide.

4. Preview: Preview the edited MMS.

5. Convert to SMS: The MMS is converted to SMS after selecting it.

6. Save to draft: The edited message is saved to drafts.

7. Page settings: Setting the duration and text.

--- View details: View the type, date, time and format info.

2.4.1 Settings

2.4.1.1 SMS settings

- Short Message Setting: You can perform settings as follows on the SIM card when using the SMS function:

  - Service center No.: You can change service center number for short message.
  - Bearer mode: You can change the bearer mode to CSD or GPRS.
  - Validity period: You can change the validity period for short message.
  - Message type: You can change the message type for short message.
  - Status report: Set whether to enable Message delivery Report.
  - Direct reply: Set whether to enable message direct reply.
  - Inbox location: Set inbox location to phone or SIM card.
  - Backup sent msg.s: Set whether to enable save sent messages.

2.4.1.2 MMS settings

- MMS Settings: Set the related parameters for sending and receiving multimedia messages.

Page Settings: The choice item of duration and text are displayed.

--- Duration: Change the playing time while reading message.

--- Text: Change the editing text to place last of first.

Send Options: The following items are displayed.
Operations

2.5.1.3 CB settings

The functions are as following:

- Multimedia retrieval: You can change the multimedia messages retrieval format.
- Allow anon. msgs: Set whether to enable receiving anonymity message.
- Receive adverts: Set whether to enable receiving adverts message.
- Status report: Set whether to enable Message delivery Report.
- Deny report sending: Set whether to enable deny report sending message.
- Validity period: You can change the validity period for multimedia message.
- Backup sent msgs: Set whether to enable save sent messages.

*Note: The CB message is depended on SIM card, if you card is support this function and the CB messages will be received.

2.5 Settings

2.5.1 General Settings

2.5.1.1 Personal

Operations are the same as those in general mode.

2.5.1.2 Headset

This mode is automatically enabled when the headset is connected to the mobile phone. The operations of individual settings are the same as those in general mode.

2.5.1.2.1 Power on/off

- Schedule the power on or power off alarm

2.5.1.2.2 Information:

- IMEI: Display the IMEI number of selected phone.
- Memory details: Display the mobile phone and T card's memory.
- Software version: Display the software version of mobile phone.

2.5.1.2.3 Security:

You can set security options of the mobile phone in this menu to avoid the mobile phone or SIM card from being illegally used.

- PIN code: The PIN code can prevent your SIM card from being illegally used. If the PIN code is already deactivated at present, selecting Activated can enable the PIN code protection, and the mobile phone will ask you for the PIN code. If the PIN code is already activated at present, selecting Deactivated can disable the PIN code protection, and selecting changing the PIN code can set a new PIN code. Please enter the old PIN code, new PIN code, and repeated PIN code in order according to instructions.

*Note: If you continuously enter the wrong PIN code for three times, the SIM card will be deadlocked. At this time, you need the PUK code to unlock the SIM card. The PIN code and PUK code may be provided to you along with the SIM card. If not, please contact the network provider. The PIN code is usually 1234 by default. Please change it to the password you set yourself as soon as possible.

- Phone lock: Enter the phone lock code after power on the mobile, you can disable the function. (Default phone lock code is 0000)
- SIM lock: Enter the SIM lock code after changing another SIM card to phone to power on, you can enable or disable the function. (Default phone lock code is 0000)
- Auto keypad lock: Lock keypad on standby interface, you can choose the time for setting. (Press End key and Send key can lock keypad in standby interface.Click the icon of keyboard from left to right can unlock it.)

2.5.1.2.4 Restore settings:

- Restore the functional settings of the mobile phone to the default value.

*Note: The factory set password by default is 0000.

2.5.2 2.5.2.5 G-Sensor

Shake to switch wallpaper: Set to on or off while phone is in idle state to shake wallpaper.

Shake to switch music; Set to on or off while phone is in music state to shake it.

Shake to switch picture: Set to on or off while phone is in viewing picture state to shake picture.

Rotate picture: Set to on or off while phone is in viewing picture state to rotate it.

2.5.3 Phone

2.5.3.1 Date accounts

- Account Name: Name of this account number. Selecting Edit can modify the name.
- APN: Enter the APN.
- User Name: User name of dialup server (not the WAP gateway).
- Password: Password of dialup server (not the WAP gateway).
- Authentication Type: Select the mode in which the authentication is encrypted.
- DNS: Enter the domain name.
- Wap settings

The choice item of WAP profiles and profile settings are displayed.

- Wap profile: Set the related parameters for accessing Wap.
- Profile name: Reedit the profile name.
- Homepage: Set the default homepage.
- Connection type: Select the mode in which the connection is accessed.
- Proxy: Enter the proxy address.
- Port: Enter the port number.
2.8 Fruit
The user clicking the corresponding button while highlighting one fruit and the credit will be added.

2.9 Games
The mobile phone supports Pacman game.

2.10 Talking Tom
This game in you mobile phone, you can playing with tom. Talk to tom and he repeats, Pet his body or head, belly or feet. Pull his tail, Pour milk for him. Forget him, and he will gawn or sneeze. Let him fart. Let him play the cymbal. Give the cake to him.

2.11 Converter
The tool can convert currency, energy, speed, mass, area, volume, power, time, pressure, temperature and date.

2.12 Stopwatch
Used for recording the time of each circle or person. Press OK key to start timer.

2.13 Countdown Timer
Used for countdown timer after setting a time by pressing OK key to start.

2.14 World Clock
You can view the time in primary cities all over the world.

2.15 Shortcuts
This mobile phone provides shortcuts. Open the main menu and select Shortcut Function to enter the settings of shortcut functions.

The setting method is as follows: Select a shortcut in the main interface for shortcut function; press the left soft key to enter the Edit interface and press the left soft key to confirm after you select a menu. Thus, the setting of this shortcut is completed.

*Note: Value-added services are added in part of the above menus. Please contact the network operator for specific functions.

2.16 BMI
This mobile phone provides BMI. You can accord to height and weight to calculate BMI.

2.17 Nes games
Create a new folder of “Games” to T-card. Download a nes game from network to that folder.

There is at least one game in NES games folder. Enter Options to check the following item:

- Play: Playing the selected game.
- Delete: Delete the selected game.
- Rename: Rename the selected game.
- Send: Send the selected game to other party via BT.

2.18 Puff
This game in you mobile phone, you should to blow your mic strongly or lightly, and then you can see you are puffing the skirt.

2.19 WangCuo
This game in you mobile phones, you can shake the picture what you want while opening it. Click the touch screen to read clothing.